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As a native Shanghainese speaker, there are two memories that stuck out to me. One 

was when I was an elementary school student, our teacher taught us not to speak 

Shanghainese in class. Being a "good student" I helped by reminding other students 

of this rule whenever I caught them conversing in Shanghainese. The other one, 

however, was when I visited my uncle's house for a family reunion where everyone 

was speaking Shanghainese, I was struck by how beautiful my mother tongue sounds 

to me. It dawned on me that this language is the essence of Shanghai's soul, like the 

unique patterns of one's palm, the richness ofShanghainese language branches 

through Shanghai's past and present, whispering her own stories. Unfortunately, the 

very patterns that formed Shanghai's palm are beginning to fade away nowadays. 

Amidst its skyscrapers and growing population, the number of Shanghainese speakers 

has been dwindling in recent decades. The social circumstances of Shanghai created a 

unique situation where language endangerment happens despite of its economic 

achievement and international attention. For the past few decades, government policy, 

economic development, education and media have spun a convoluted web in favor of 

the promotion of Mandarin as the standard national language. It is not surprising that 

the changing political milieu and language policies in China have caused quite a few 

challenges for the Shanghainese language. According to a report from the Shanghai 
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Academy of Social Sciences in 2012, about 40 percent oflocal children cannot 

understand or speak the lanugage, which indicates the gloomy situation for 

Shanghainese. However, language endangerment and preservation are also contingent 

upon language attitudes and appreciation from the surrounding society. In my thesis, I 

discuss a variety of social contexts that cause the loss of Shanghainese speakers. I will 

also present interview data I collected from 20 people to provide a basic analysis of 

the language attitudes toward Shanghainese. 

2 Background 

2.1 The Shanghainese Language 

Shanghainese is a variety of Wu Chinese in the Sino-Tibetan family that is spoken in 

the city of Shanghai and the surround region. Although Shanghainese is not mutually 

intelligible with Mandarin or other varieties of Chinese, it is considered by Chinese 

people as a dialect out of a sense of national unity. While Shanghainese is spoken by 

approximately 14 million native spakers, it is clear that the speakers of Shanghainese 

are decreasing radically in the past few decades(Sun et al 2007). According to a 

survey of 8,661 students in Shanghai in 2007, a trend of decreasing use of 

Shanghainese can be identified across generations (Table I). 

College freshmen 10th grade 7th grade 

Approximate age 19 16 13 

2 

5th grade 
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Shanghainese (with family) 71% 58% 45% 23% 

Mandarin (with family) 7% ll% 20% 23% 

Shanghainese (with peers) 44% 43% 22% 20% 

Mandarin (with peers) 27% 25% 39% 44% 

Table l. Survey on the use of Shanghainese and Mandarin among students (Sun et al 2007). 

The diminishing use of the language coincides with Shanghai's rapid economic 

development. As one of the largest cities in the world and China's commercial center, 

Shanghai has been attracting people from all over the country and the world. When 

communication in a global city is often conducted in a more "common language," it is 

understandable that Shanghai has been facing great challenges of defending itself 

against Mandarin and English. Also, as media is exclusively dominated by Mandarin 

and education became the center of the promotion of the national language, younger 

generations in Shanghai are getting minimal exposure to Shanghainese. 

2.2 The City of Shanghai and Its Langnage Evo1ntion 

Known as the "Paris of the East," Shanghai is located at the estuary of Yangtze River 

on the east coast of China and has a multifaceted culture that draws on both European 

and American influences. As the gateway of China's embrace of the world economy, 

Shanghai developed a stronger international orientation than other cities in China. In 

the early 1930s, Shanghai was home to up to 70,000 foreigners, and about 90 percent 
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of the nation's banks and over half of the foreign trade in China were concentrated in 

Shanghai (Gu and Chen 1999). With its spirit of being in sync with the most advanced 

global developments, the emergence of Shanghai as a global city fosters a unique 

culture that embraces diversity and openness, which is known as 'Shanghai Style' 

[Haipai Style ifij;l)Jfxff.]. The dynamism and vitality of 'Shanghai Style' were also 

reflected in the Shanghainese language. In 1842, Shanghai was chosen as a "Treaty 

Port" after the Opium War, which allowed invaders with privilege to trade and live in 

China. Consequently, Shanghai was transformed to a colonial city, manipulated by a 

compound of foreign countries including Great Britain, American, France and Japan 

(Darwin 2007). As the international settlement was formed in Shanghai, the city also 

exposed itself for the first time to languages from a different language family. 

When 'Shanghai Style' meet languages, it is not surprising that Shanghainese 

language underwent a linguistic transformation when a new type of language were 

formed in the city's palm, which were referred as "Yangjing Bang English," the 

Shanghainese Pidgin English (Hall, 1944). The traces of "Yangjing Bang English" are 

still maintained in the contemporary vocabulary of Shanghainese as Shanghainese 

people kept localizing foreign novelties and concepts into the Shanghainese language. 

For example, novelties of Western origin often gave rise to some Shanghainese words 

such as the resemblance between the Shanghainese pronunciation of "coffee" with the 

original English word (Qian 2006). In addition to that, Shanghainese words also drew 

influences from "Yangj ing Banng English" to describe a group of people or certain 

concept. For example, the Mandarin word dia originated from Shanghainese 
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pronunciation of the English word "dear." It was an adjective to describe someone 

who speaks or acts in an over gentle or cute way that others can't resist feeling 

charmed or frightened. The Shanghainese version of "get the hint" is gelingzi. The 

phrase originated from the English words "get" and "leads," and is used to describe 

someone who is able to understand something through indirect communication. 

Another classic example is the Shanghainese word laokela, which was combined by 

the Shanghainese version of "old" [lao] and the English word "color." This word 

refers to a group of rich people who have colorful experiences in the old Shanghai and 

enjoy a distinctive and fashionable lifestyle (Xiao Maju, 2009). 

By constantly incorporating new foreign words and phrases in daily speech, 

Shanghainese people have earned a national reputation for their openness to 

unfamiliar things and willingness to adopt foreign ideas. In this sense, the spirit of 

'Shanghai Style' is well preserved beneath its language, revealing its adaptable and 

perceptive nature and explaining its journey of becoming a metropolis. 

2.3 The Writing System 

Although Shanghainese is an everyday spoken language in Shanghai, it does not have 

a standard written form. The lack of standards makes the writing form of 

Shanghainese very flexible and therefore leads to an ad hoc system for occasional 

words, where Chinese characters are usually used to represent Shanghainese words as 

they correspond to the Shanghainese pronunciation. For example, the Shanghainese 

pronunciation of Ill; (chi, "eat") closely corresponds to the Chinese word t}J (cut, 
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"qie") . Therefore, the character of "eat" in Shanghainese is often written as its 

phonetic equivalent in Chinese. However, the correspondence is usually not fixated, 

which means more than one Chinese character can be used to represent a 

Shanghainese word as long as they have similar pronunciation. For example, the 

Shanghainese pronunciation of {i\)( Czuo, "do") corresponds to the Mandarin word ~J3. 

(zu, "combine"). However, it can also be seen written as fJ3. Czu, "rent") or tJ3. (zu, 

"ancestor") as they have very similar pronunciation. 

2.4 The Promotion of Mandarin in Shanghai 

After the establishment of the People's Republic in 1949, promoting the use of 

Mandarin as a standardized Chinese became an official goal of the country. In 1956, 

the State Council of the People's Republic of China issued a decree on promoting the 

language, "the basis for unifying the Chinese language already exists. It is the 

common language that uses Beijing pronunciation as the standard pronunciation, 

Beijing dialect as the basic dialect and classic works written in modern vernacular 

Chinese as the basis for grammar. The main method of fully unifying the Chinese 

language is to promote this kind of common language in every aspect of education 

and daily life of the people." As a result, immense work was carried out across the 

country in order to spread the language. During the Mandarin promotion week in 

2004, the Ministry of Education issued a statement summarizing the standardization 

of Mandarin, "The basic measures of the effort to popularize Mandarin are set goals 

and follow-up evaluation, the Mandarin Proficiency Test and the Mandarin promotion 
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week. Using the cities as centers and the schools as a base, the party and government 

organizations as a source, media and news as a role model and the public sector as a 

window, we will make the entire society popularize Mandarin" In 2005, the State 

Committee on Films and Broadcast Media issued a decree that limited the language of 

TV shows to be mainly Mandarin. 

Meanwhile, as the city of Shanghai attained more global significance, and the use 

of official national language to connect Shanghai with the rest of the country became 

increasingly necessary. Although speaking Shanghainese constituted an essential part 

of one's cultural identity, it could pose a linguistic barrier to people from other parts 

of the country and the world. Under the force of the 2000 Law on language to 

popularize Mandarin, Shanghai became a main battlefield in China to promote the 

language. The law stated that Mandarin "shall be used as the basic language in 

education and teaching in schools and other institutions of education." Additionally, 

broadcasting and TV should also use Mandarin as "the basic broadcasting language," 

and "where foreign languages need to be used by the broadcasting languages, the 

matter should be subject to approval by the broadcasting and television administration 

under the State Council." In this sense, More Shanghai natives would choose to speak 

Mandarin at work or school, and switch back to Shanghainese in home or other casual 

settings. In 2001, the Shanghai Language Committee encouraged the use of Mandarin 

in the city by requiring that any new hires of the city would need to have passed the 

second level of the Putonghua Proficiency Test 5. 

My own experience growing up in Shanghai made me aware of the enormous 
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amOllllt of efforts made by govermnent to popularize Mandarin at school and in media. 

Mandarin was the primary language in class and slogans like ''please speak Mandarin" 

could be seen everywhere. Below are a few examples of these slogans displayed in 

public space. 

Image 1. Student in front of a blackboard that "Wfi.tes, "Please speak Mandarin and be agood 

citizen." 

Image 2. Slogan in school that says, "Please speak Mandarin and be agood citizen." 
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Image 3. Slogan on a building says, "Please speak Mandarin and use polite words." 

Image 4. Slogan designed during Shanghai World Expo 2010 to remind people speak 

Mandarin, "Please welcome people using Mandarin." 

The images above, therefore, show evidence for the tremendous efforts 

government has made to promote Mandarin in educational institutions, workplaces 

and other public space. The slogan that is widely used during Shanghai World Expo 

2010 to popularize Mandarin also highlights the importance of the usage of the 
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standard language over Shanghai's local tongue. 

During my elementary school, schools rules didn't allow the use of Shanghainese. 

However, I remember some Shanghainese teachers would speak with students in 

Shanghainese occasionally, and on the parents' meeting day, they would always 

converse with my parents in Shanghainese. However, I barely heard any 

Shanghainese in my middle school and high school. Part of the reason was that a lot 

of my teachers were from other cities in China, they couldn't speak the language. 

Also, as Shanghai absorbed a significant about of immigrants from other parts of the 

country, students who were not from Shanghai constituted a big part of the school 

population. In this sense, speaking Shanghainese in educational setting was not only 

allowed, but also not appropriate. 

In addition to the educational system which served as a powerful influence in the 

Mandarin acquisition of younger generations, mass communication such as television 

and radio were also emphasized as a source of promoting and modeling Mandarin. 

And my experience growing up in Shanghai has taught me that the government's grip 

on media had led to the scarcity of Shanghai's local TV shows, radio or artistic 

performances featuring the language. For example, Haipai (Shanghai Style) comedy 

show had been entertaining Shanghainese residents for generations. Classic examples 

are "Lao Niang Jiu" (old uncle), "Hong Cha Fang" (black tea house), and "Kai Xin 

Gong Yu" (Happy Apartment). During my elementary school and early middle school 

years, those shows were quite popular among Shanghainese. I remember every time I 

visited my aunt's house, we would watch either "Lao Niang Jiu" (old uncle) or "Kai 
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Xin Gong Yu" (Happy Apartment) together. However, starting from my last years in 

middle school, there was a noticeable decline in Shanghainese shows on TV. Both 

"Hong Cha Fang" and "Kai Xin Gong Yu" ended its run, and "Lao Niang Jiu" 

became a Mandarin TV program, featuring a mediator from local community 

resolving family disputes. While Haipai Style TV shows served as a medium to 

perpetuate Shanghainese language and reinforce the Shanghainese identity, its decline 

during the past few years signified the lack of linguistic exposure via mass 

communication in the process oflearning Shanghainese among younger generations. 

However, recently, Shanghai people start to realize the looming crisis of their mother 

tongue and feel the urgency to protect the language as a part of their Shanghai identity. 

Young people start using Sina Weibo, Renren or other social media to promote the 

use of Shanghainese. Various forms of movements and actions are also conducted to 

raise awareness of the language. I will discuss them in detail later in my thesis. 

3 Language Attitudes 

In order to delve deeper into the reasons that contribute to the endangerment of 

Shanghainese and further discuss its revitalization, it is necessary to study the 

language attitudes among Shanghainese people first. Dorian (1987) points out, "one 

of the commonest reasons for failure in [language revitalization]- negative attitudes 

internalized by the speakers or potential speakers themselves - is in itself a serious 

reason for attempting to promote the language" (p. 63). 

According to A.C. Hsiao (1997), language attitudes reflect the underlying social 
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structures within the society, "language ideology is related to the social position and 

experience of a group and to their political, economic, and symbolic interests, ... [and] 

will lead to the understanding of social relationships in a specific society" (Hsiao, 

1997, p. 304). While attitude is usually regarded as a mental construct, it can 

significantly influence people's loyalty and motivation towards speaking certain 

languages. According to Garrett et al. (2003), an attitude is a system of beliefs which 

includes cognitive (beliefs and stereotypes), affective (evaluations) and behavioral 

components. Over the past few decades, a substantial amount of research was 

conducted to study language attitudes which reveals "a wealth of valuable information 

concerning how speakers' language choices shape others' impressions of them 

impacting decision-making processes in an array of critical social and applied arenas" 

(Giles et aI., 2004, p. 187.) Labov (1966) found out the high correlation between 

social class and the presence of rhotic Ir/. Seligman, Tucker and Lambert (1972) 

showed how teachers' evaluations of students could be affected by students' speech 

style. Kalin et al. (1980) examined evaluations of employment suitability based on the 

accents employed by job candidates, and found out stand English speakers were 

considered more suitable for higher-status jobs, whereas West Indian English 

speakers were judged more suitable for low-status jobs. As scholars argue the 

significance of language attitudes in many dimensions, an examination of the 

language attitude in Shanghai is crucial to understand the situation of language 

endangerment of Shanghainese. 
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3.1 Methods 

Language attitudes can be measured in numerous ways. However, in my study, I 

decided to adopt the qualitative approach that involves interviews analysis, where 

"attitudes are sought in speakers' accounts in conversational context" (Garrett et aI., 

2003, p. 119). For my study, twenty interviewees informants were recruited, which 

consisted ten males and ten females; three of them are not Shanghainese speakers and 

the rest are Shanghai natives. There is a variance in age, but most of my informants 

are college students. Each interview was administered in Mandarin and lasted for 20 

to 30 minutes . 

My interview questions were based on three aspects: awareness, social use of 

language and cultural heritage. According to Bradley (2003), one problem faced by 

language endangerment is the delay in their "recognition of language loss" (p. 6). 

Bradley explains, "speakers feel that their language is healthy enough within the 

in-group network until the remaining fluent speakers are all old, even if younger 

people are all semispeakers, passive understanders or have no knowledge of the 

traditional language, and normal transmission stopped long ago. By the time a 

community becomes aware of impending language loss, it may be very difficult to 

reverse" (p. 6). In order to gain a sense about whether people in Shanghai is well 

aware of the endangerment of Shanghaiense, my interviews include questions such as 

"what do you think is going on with the Shanghainese language." Language attitudes, 

however, are also highly relevant with the social use oflanguage, which includes 

"domains oflanguage, networks for language use, and the degree of accommodation 
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towards the speech of one's interlocutors" (Bradley, 2003, p. 4). Therefore, in an 

attempt to elicit how my interviewees' language attitudes affect language choice in 

different domains, I decided to ask questions like "Do you speak Shanghainese with 

your parents/friends?" and "Do you think it's necessary for non-Shanghainese 

speakers who are studying or working in Shanghai to pick up the language?" 

Additionally, according to William Littlewood (2004), "language is one means by 

which identity is constructed and identity affects the way in which we use language" 

(p. 520). It is clear that language is more than a tool to transmit thoughts; it is also a 

carrier of culture and social identity. As a form of cultural heritage, people who value 

their mother tongue consider it important to transmit the language for their children 

(Tsunoda 2006). In this sense, I decided to analyze whether my interviewees regarded 

Shanghainese as their linguistic heritage by adding questions like "Do you speak 

Shanghainese with your kids?" or "What does the Shanghainese language mean to 

you?" 

Based on the three ways suggested above to study my informants' linguistic 

attitudes, I was able to gain some valuable data from the interviews. It is obvious that 

given the complexity of social attitudes, in order to thoroughly understand people's 

feeling towards the Shanghainese language, more surveys need to be done to gain a 

comprehensive data. However, from the responses and comments I have collected 

from my interviews, some noticeable patterns emerged with regard to people's 

awareness of the endangerment of Shanghainese. 
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3.2 Results 

My interviews with twenty people, in fact, yielded a constant pattern that most of my 

informants regarded the Shanghainese language as a disappearing language. Fourteen 

of them have made comments about less people are speaking Shanghainese, five of 

whom used the word "endangered" when asked what they think was going on with 

the Shanghainese language. As the majority of my interviewees seemed to be 

conscious of the gloomy situation of Shanghainese, it is therefore clear that the future 

of this language is mainly regarded as negative by the locals. 

Among my informants, students, working people, native and non-native 

Shanghainese all contribute to share their opinions on the language. Seven of them 

showed the attitude of regret towards the vanishing language, which they regarded as 

a heritage. Six people express their regret while considering Shanghainese as a better 

language over Mandarin. 4 people showed the attitude of indifference and three 

non-Shanghainese speakers regarded the language as a way to adopt an identity. As 

over half of my informants expressed the attitude of regret or pride towards their 

mother tongue and showed their concern for the "over promotion" of Mandarin, it is 

safe to conclude my interviewees' language attitudes evidenced that Shanghainese 

people are not actively abandoning their mother tongue in favor of a more socially 

advantageous language, but are exposed to a disadvantaged learning environment and 

multicultural work environment where Shanghainese can hardly be perputated. 

3.3 Data Analysis 
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Seven of my interviewees regard Shanghainese as a linguistic heritage and show their 

regret for the vanishing of Shanghainese. Jiale Sheng, a Shanghai native and 

university student, relates that her cousin understands Shanghainese but doesn't speak 

the language fluently. She says, "[My cousin] always responds to us in Mandarin, 

even though we try to speak Shanghainese to her. I think it's because she has already 

got used to speaking Mandarin all the time in school." After expressing her regret, 

Sheng continues to comment on the meaning of Shanghainese to her, "To me, it is a 

carrier of Shanghai culture and of course, my mother tongue. I am willing to pass 

along the heritage to my future child." Another university student, Julianna Yang, 

shares the same attitude. She relates her own experience in the company where she 

was doing internship, "in my company, Shanghai people are very cautious of the 

multicultural environment, so they usually speak Mandarin. You know Shanghai has 

been attracting tons of people from other places and it is inevitable that less and less 

people will stick with Shanghainese because of floating population." Although being 

negative about the language's future, Yang still regards Shanghainese as a "super 

attractive language," and states that she will definitely teach her future child how to 

speak Shanghainese. Jessie Que, who is also a university student in Shanghai, 

compares Shanghainese with Cantonese to emphasize the importance of preserving 

the language. She says, "As a Shanghainese, I feel extremely sad that the 

Shanghainese language is endangered. I hope Shanghainese can learn from Cantonese 

people, who are proud of their language and pass along the heritage." 

Xixi Chen is a Shanghai native who is working in the city. He mentions that 
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Shanghainese is a significant part of' Shanghai Style,' and the langnage is a necessary 

part of Shanghai identity. He also expresses his regret by saying, "since there are a lot 

of people who don't understand Shanghainese, people of my age use the langnage less 

and less frequently. However, it is really a shame that we are losing the heritage." 

Taojun, another Shanghainese who is working, shares the same feeling and believes 

that although the language is facing a "gloomy" future, it is a cultural heritage that 

worths protecting. While young students and professionals stay cautious about their 

language choice and are facing the dilemma of keeping their language, my data from 

two middle-aged men who spent over 40 years speaking the Shanghainese langnage 

sheds a different light on the issue and shows a real struggle facing by older 

generations to "passing along the linguistic heritage." Laodian He, a 45-year-old 

businessman shows his concern for the language perpetuation among young 

generations during our conversation, "most of them don't use the language in their 

class or workplace. If they only speak the language with older generation, not among 

themselves, how is it still possible that the language is going to thrive?" Recognizing 

the challenges faced by Shanghainese, he continues to describe how he values the 

language in his home, "I am not a very strict father, but I insist that my daughter 

should learn how to speak the language. I won't be happy if she speaks Mandarin 

with me. I think it is very weird." Another middle-aged businessman in Shanghai, 

Ding Qiu, also feels the urge to improve the Shanghainese langnage skills of his son. 

He talks about his struggles when trying to converse with his son in Shanghainese, "I 

feel it is such a shame that my son doesn't speak Shanghainese with me. I used to be 
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very angry when I spoke Shanghainese to him and then he responded with Mandarin. 

And it didn't help even though I tried to force him to speak the language." From his 

own experience, Qiu blames schools for not creating an effective environment for 

young generations to learn Shanghainese, "School is definitely discouraging the use 

of Shanghainese. My son is required to speak Mandarin to his friends and teachers all 

the time. Ifhome is the only place that kids get to exposed to the language, the 

language is dying soon." 

While these seven interviewees show their concern and regret regarding the 

preservation of the Shanghainese language, six of my interviewees express their 

regret with a strong sense of linguistic pride. They believe that Shanghainese sounds 

better than Mandarin, and is a language that they feel deeply proud of. Yu Zhang, a 

Shanghai native who is currently studying in Nanjing, a city near Shanghai, feels that 

Shanghainese sounds "more gentle and graceful" than other dialects including 

Mandarin. She states that, as her "mother tongue," the language has an enormous 

meaning to her, and that she can't "imagine calling [herself] Shanghainese without 

being able to speak the language." While feeling proud of being able to speak 

Shanghainese, she also shows her regret for the loss of Shanghainese speakers. She 

reports that none of her cousins feels the need to learn the language now, which made 

her "feel extremely sad." She believes that not being able to Shanghainese is 

equivalent to a loss of identity. "It's a shame," She says, "that [a lot of children] can't 

inherit the linguistic treasure because of the over-promotion of Mandarin." 

Another university student Elvis Cai, who is also a Shanghai native, shares the 
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same sentiment. While believing himself sounds more "gentleman" when speaking 

Shanghainese, he exclaims, "It is my mother tongue! It is my heritage. I feel very sad 

that it is not well preserved among younger generations." Eva Ni, a university student 

studying in the United States, agrees that the Shanghainese language is a mark of 

identity that "helps her define herself." She talks about her study abroad experience in 

Los Angeles where she met a lot of Shanghai people. "It is the language," she says, 

"that magically makes me feel no longer homesick." 

Kathryn Wang is a Shanghainese American who recently graduated from college. 

She learnt Shanghainese from her family, but has never learnt how to speak Mandarin. 

When asked about how she feels about Shanghainese, she makes a similar comment 

as Ni, "Shanghainese is a language that makes me feel home. If! meet a 

Shanghainese speaker, I feel very connected to that person because we share the same 

language. " 

Sharing a similar background with Wang, Sheng Lu, a 24-year-old graduate 

student who was born in Shanghai and grew up in Los Angeles, talks about how he 

always speaks Shanghainese with his family growing up. While admitting that his 

Shanghainese is better than his Mandarin, he also comments that Shanghainese is a 

"beautiful language" to him and he feels "confident and proud when speaking it." He 

continues to remark that Shanghainese should be regarded as linguistic heritage and 

"it is more important for [his 1 future kid to learn Shanghainese than Mandarin." Proud 

of his mother tongue, Lu also shows concern for the language preservation among 

younger people. He relates that he has a girlfriend who is from Shanghai and is three 
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years younger than him, and he was surprised that "she can't speak the language as 

fluently as [he does]." After mentioning his girlfriend's linguistic knowledge of 

Shanghainese, he goes on to remark, "1 feel a little regretful that younger people in 

Shanghai are not cherishing their mother tongue." 

While the previous interviewees suggest that younger generation are not taking a 

lot of responsibility to pass along the linguistic heritage, Tuzi He, a 17-year-old high 

school student in Shanghai, shares her story which sheds a different light on the issue. 

Although she admits that younger generations are "not doing a good job to keep the 

language," she feels very lucky because her parents "value the language a lot" and 

they "kind of forced her to learn the language," which makes her feel confident about 

her Shanghainese. She also notes that she will definitely teach her future kid the 

language because Shanghainese is "a treasure that was coded in [her] body when she 

was born." 

The data 1 have presented above has so far shown that Shanghainese speakers are 

aware that the language is vanishing and they do care about the preservation of their 

mother tongue, as it is a linguistic heritage that carries their identity. However, some 

of my other informants are not as passionate about the language. A level of 

indifference can be revealed in their comments about the language. For example, Ting 

Xi is a 28-year-old business man who is a Shanghainese native. He communicates 

with his parents and most of his friends in Shanghainese. Although he believes the 

language is "endangered," the language doesn't carry any meaning for him, "any 

language doesn't mean too much to me. They are just languages." My other data, 
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however, has yield a pattern that shows linguistic indifference of Shanghai natives can 

also come from their insufficient knowledge of the language, as three out offour 

informants in this group indicate that they don't feel confident about their language 

ability to speak Shanghainese. 

Mincheng Zhu is a university student in Shanghai. Although she grew up in the 

city and both of her parents are Shanghain natives, she states that she never speak 

Shanghainese with her parents. She also emphasizes that she doesn't feel comfortable 

when speaking the language because "[she is 1 not speaking the language fluently." 

This reason for that, she explains, is because she has got used to speaking Mandarin in 

school and with her friends, and not being willing to switch between languages has 

led to her deceasing ability to speak Shanghainese." When asked what the language 

means to her, she indicates that it is a proof that she understands Shanghainese. 

Jingren Wang, another university student in Shanghai expresses the exact same 

attitude towards Shanghainese. She uses the language about half of the time when 

speaking with her parents, and barely speaks Shanghainese with her friends. She 

admits, "A lot of Shanghainese students can understand the language, but cannot 

speak it. I don't consider myself speak standard Shanghainese." She continues to give 

a reason for that, "schools and media are over promoting Mandarin, there are few 

chances when I can use Shanghainese, My parents also speak Mandarin at workplace, 

so sometimes when they come back home, we won't switch to Shanghainese." The 

meaning of Shanghainese to her is very similar to what Zhu says about Shanghainese, 

which is a tool to understand and communicate with locals. 
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How linguistic insufficiency can influence language attitude is also reflected in 

Leah Yuan's comments. She tells me that her mother is a Shanghainese, but her father 

is not, so she basically grew up speaking Mandarin with her friends. While home 

contributes significantly to linguistic exposure and acquisition, it is not surprising that 

Yuan sticks with Mandarin because she has "never learnt how to speak the language." 

As Zhu and Wang, not being confident in the language ability has led to Yuan's 

linguistic indifference towards Shanghainese. She says, "Shanghainese doesn't have a 

special meaning to me. 1 feel fine not speaking the language." 

While my previous data reveals how language ability affect Shanghai people with 

regard to their language attitude, my informants who are not Shanghai natives show a 

consistent pattern that the language is usually regarded by non-Shanghai people as a 

tool to adopt Shanghai identity. Xiaomao Wang is a university student in Shanghai 

who doesn't know how to speak Shanghainese. However, he shows great interest in 

studying the language because he believes "it is a must learn-learn to truly become a 

part of the city." He relates his experience of asking direction in Shanghai, when a lot 

of passerby would respond in Shanghainese, "that makes me want to learn to the 

language to be more like Shanghainese." 

Charles Li, another university student in Shanghai, also believes that it is 

essential to pick up the Shanghainese language in order to gain a solid foundation for 

his career in the city and be more connected with his surroundings. He states, "1 feel 

learning Shanghainese is very important because 1 want to find a job here in future, 

and being able to speak Shanghainese will definitely give me some linguistic 
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advantage." By mentioning how he feels "disconnected" when he doesn't 

understanding people around him speaking Shanghainese, he indicates that 

Shanghainese means a tool for him to "fit in Shanghai's community." Siyuan Liu, a 

non-Shanghainese student studying in New York City, also gives a similar reason for 

his interest in the Shanghainese language, "when I was in Shanghai, I got exposed to 

the language a lot. [Shanghainese 1 means a tool for me to understand Shanghai better 

and get more connections in Shanghai." 

3.4 Conclusions 

My data from twenty informants presents that awareness of the endangerment of 

Shanghainese has been developing across generations. The attitudes of regret and 

pride shown towards the Shanghainese language by my informants indicate that the 

rating of their mother tongue is still fairly positive. Instead of considering 

Shanghainese as an extra language, most of them regard the language as the root of 

their identity and are willing to assume the responsibility of passing along the 

linguistic heritage by teaching their kids Shanghainese. It is also shown in my data 

that even non-Shanghainese people who are studying or working in the city value the 

language as a part of Shanghai identity and are taking an active interest in learning it. 

However, my informants also make it clear that without enough exposure to 

Shanghainese other than home, it is extremely hard to keep the language by the will 

of Shanghai natives alone. This lack of linguistic exposure due to the sweeping 

promotion of Mandarin, as mentioned above, usually gives rise to linguistic 
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insufficiency and tends to cause the attitude of indifference among young Shanghai 

people who do not have confidence in their Shanghainese. Therefore, in the case of 

Shanghainese, language attitude can also correspond with language ability. 

While it is apparent that the loss of Shanghainese speakers was not caused by young 

generations' negative language attitude, or by the unwillingness of their parents to 

teach the language, the challenges faced by Shanghainese are clear from my data. 

"Over-promotion of Mandarin", "floating population" and "schools" can be identified 

as the main reasons for Shanghainese's gloomy situation. While language necessitates 

community, multicultural workplaces, schools that discourage Shanghainese and 

media dominated exclusively by Mandarin are all creating an extremely tough 

environment for young people to get exposed to and perpetuate the language. In this 

sense, it is understandable that younger generations are feeling less and less motivated 

to master their mother tongue, and older generations are feeling regretful that the city 

is on the verge of losing its linguistic heritage. 

4 Language Revitalization 

According to Bernard Spolsky (1995), language revitalization is the "restoration of 

vitality to a language that has lost or is losing this attribute" (p. 178). In the case of 

Shanghainese, although the challenges discussed above have led to the diminishing 

use of Shanghainese, numerous language revitalization programs can be seen in 

recent news in Shanghai. In fact, preschool and kindergarten native language 
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activities have been recognized as one of the greatest methods of langnage 

revitalization recently. According to the news article named "Shanghainese comes to 

kindergarten" by Global Times, since 2013, Shanghai's education authority has 

allowed a few kindergartens to incorporate the language as part of the cultural 

activities. Students learn the langnage through "songs and storytelling" and 

Shanghainese textbooks will be designed by experts. Shanghainese language revival 

activities also extended to public transportation. In this case, language revitalization 

effort is "centered around formal education" and "focused on creating environment in 

which the language can be used on regnlar basis" (Grenoble and Whaley, 2006, p. 1). 

Language revitalization in Shanghai is not limited to educational setting. 

According to the article "Shanghai Metro to make announcements in Shanghainese" 

by Shanghaiist.com, from the winter of 20 13, Shanghai Metro announcements 

adopted using the language Shanghainese for the first time besides English and 

Mandarin in its new lines 12 and 16. Shanghai Airline flights also began to broadcast 

announcements in Mandarin, English and Shanghainese, which received a lot of 

positive feedback from locals on Sino Weibo (a Chinese microblogging website) . 

From some of the responses, it is apparent that the language revitalization program is 

gaining supports from Shanghainese people. 
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@/J\DJ~g!FFU7 : 'It feels very warm and intimate'! 

~!JI$;<-1i : 'They [the airport and the airlines] are Shanghai's 

conscientious companies'! 
@andychenft.JJJ\I~ : 'Remember, the city belongs to Shanghainese people. 

It's our home. Of course you need to speaK in Shanghainese at home'. 

@II J '=E.~:X:~BJlt8 : 'We applaud the airport and the airlines, but what is the 

subway doing'? 

@L51ij~~IJ6i&~ : 'It's really important to promote Shanghai dialect these 

days when Mandarin rules. Even Shanghainese people cannot speaK 

standard local dialect any more'. 

Image 4. Users of Sino Weibo shows supports for Shanghai Airline flights to broadcast in 

Shanghainese. 

Other efforts from individuals to revive the language can also be acknowledged 

across the Internet. For example, some active users of Wei boor Renren (a Chinese 

social networking website) have been posting contents such as Shanghainese word list, 

Shanghainese quizzes or general knowledge about the language. 

Image 6. Shanghainese word list posted on Renren. 
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-.=;fijii5J>1o;fij;ftOZ{.l:;~¥.5 . '8~¥'ltjUIl!T±it!l~7ct~. ftiiJ 
OF'<l'~*mffij~;£~tll!~Eg~*~ ! Jl.ila . :BJ -,=;fij~* *' . :BJflj*moo:><:f1:::~15-Wtt~5R . ftiiJ~Ti<lJj@*,'1'! ! 

I 
SH I

China 
i~L5~i.~ , f~jj'I:~~~JN3Z:f'{; 

f~~IE~3Z: f'{;8~L_t:5~A 

Image 7. Poster about the promotion ofShanghainese posted on Weibo. 

Image 8. Graphic on the pronunciation of Shanghainese posted on Weibo. 
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Image 10. Shanghainese quizzes on Renren 

"i'ilUjlijjli·01 learn shanghainese part 1 
by han~1v 
2 years ago • 12,419V1ews 

II!iliJi"ij~JJU~"~~.'\J1M;'ii*!U;iiA&l\I§t1;, I.!~JJ~i~li~M 
*i~.:1.BHli!E7E1c9'J1! 

l.jlijjli! Shanghainese lesson 1 
by Graham. Gomall 
1 yearago ' 3.219 •• w, 
Just a qUick Video with some words and phrases 

Image 10. Shanghainese lessons on Youtube 

Youii!llm shanghainese 

Shanghainese Phr-ases & Slang~ 
Oft me G..-eat W ... II _ 

i • • ,*, 212.987 
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Image 11 Video about Shangham ese phrases and slang on Youtub e 

\\'hile visual and digital elements are usually regarded as effective 

conununication tools to convey certain messages, social media is becoming yOlUlg 

people's battlefield to encourage cultural and linguistic diversity. The visual graphics 

and Youtube videos above suggest a variety of creative ways used byyolUlg locals to 

perpetuate the language on social media, which allows its users and audience to create 

a conununity and assert their Shanghainese identity. As the conunents below indicate, 

social media across the globe can "trigger reacting forces as some people seek to 

assert, or better to reassert, their unique cultural identity [ ... ] since language is a 

visible and powetful individual way to maintain link with one's cultural past and to 

protect one's cultural uniqueness in the present" (Grenoble and Whaley, 2006, p. 3). 

D~ni,,1 Mak !".~. 

Ifs so great to see someone else speak Snanghainese nere! 
~ . 
•• 
xi Kia 31\1" 
I would say I am pretty ign<>rant See ing tI1 e dill"e reoce between snang/1ainese an<! Mandarin 
is amazmg I can agree to say Snangl1ainese is mo<e express"," 

~ . 
•• 

Image 12. People s comm ents on Youtube v1deo ab ou t l eammg Shangham ese 
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AII!l"la Hu 6+.QIl' 

Both my I""ents are Shanghaines. but real~ I don' speak SI1anghainese_ 
I can uooerstaoo almost evetyIhing On Shanghalnese but on~ by ~sten i ng not speaking 
Now teens lik. my age in SI1anghai are rea!~ not thai good at Shanghainese CUI w. must 
speak mandann at school 
I feel klooa sad CUI Shangllai is k>s ing Its own dialect in my generaIJon 
Well the se are all my person .. oj>nions tho_ 

•• •• 
Image 13 Pecple's comments on Y cutube vldeo abcut learnmg Shanghamese 

5 Conclusion 

As the language revitalization programs listed above, despite the fact that the 

Shanghainese language is facing great challenges, there are still a lot of Shanghai 

natives who are passionate about the preservation and perpetuation of their mother 

tongue. However, as a Shanghainese, I barely see those revitalization programs in my 

social media netwoIk or see my friends engaged in discussing those programs, which 

means that despite of the efforts made by groups or individuals to increase the 

visibility of the language issue, they are still not powerful enough to make a huge 

difference. \\'hile it is clear that "revitalization is a long-tenn process" (Grenoble and 

Whaley, 2006, p. 22), King (2001) provides some insights on the effect oflanguage 

revitalization which mirror the ClUTent situation of Shanghainese, "the effects of these 

diffuse efforts are difficult to assess. In one respect, revitalization efforts have led to 

the establishment of a small number of loosely organized school programs to teach 

the language; regular symbolic use of the language by some conununity members; 

increased awareness of the languages situation; and some realleaming by both adults 

and children" (King, 2001, p. 207). It is true that the revitalization programs I 
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mentioned earlier such as airplane broadcasting program and Y outube videos have 

some positive feedbacks from its audience, but those programs won't necessarily 

make a profound impact in shaping people's values and perception of the language. 

There is still yet to be a strategic system to invoke people to reflect on their own 

cultural identity and invite them to have conversations about the value of their 

language. Grenoble and Whaley shed some light on how profound movements can be 

developed, "dominant language [can] draw out an asymmetry in power, use, or 

prestige between a local language and a language of wider communication. These 

asymmetries are, of course, the root cause of the endangerment of [the local language ], 

and it is appropriate to bring attention to that fact" (p. 15). Therefore, in order to 

revive the language, it is of tremendous importance to provide Shanghainese people 

with opportunities to have open and deep conversations about the underlying value of 

their mother tongue Shanghainese over the dominant language Mandarin. 

My data and analysis, of course, can only roughly provide a look for the language 

attitudes in Shanghai and its journey of revitalization. However, as a native speaker of 

Shanghainese, I hope my thesis can show people some basic ideas about the language 

and that more attention will be paid to this vanishing language, in a way that changes 

the direction of its fate . 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Interview Questions (English) 

I. For Native Shanghainese Speakers: 

l. Do you speak shanghainese with your parents? 

2. Do you speak shanghainese with your friends? (If not, what's the situation or reason 
for that?) 

3. What do you think is going on with the Shanghainese language? 

4. Do you think it's necessary for non-Shanghainese speakers who are studying or 
working in Shanghai to pick up the language? 

5. What does Shanghainese mean to you? 

6a) Do you speak Shanghainese with your kid? Is he/she willing to speak the 

language or he/she tends to speak Mandarin with you? 

6b) If you plan to have a kid in future, will you teach him/her Shanghainese? 

II. For Non-Shanghainese Speakers Who Study or Live in Shanghai: 

l. When did you come to Shanghai? 

2. What language/dialect do you speak other than Mandarin? 

3. When and where do you hear Shanghainese the most? 

4. Do you want to learn Shanghainese? If someone is willing to teach you 
Shanghainese for free, will you accept the offer? 

5. Do you think it's necessary to learn Shanghainese? Why? 

6. What do you think is going on with the Shanghainese language? 

7. What does Shanghainese mean to you? 
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Appendix B: Interview Questions (English) 
Interview Questions (Mandarin) 
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